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Abstract. At the early stage of the project, the clash problem in the strut arrangement was
reviewed by using two-dimensional construction drawings. This practice was timeconsuming and error-prone. Moreover, some 3D construction software could detect clashes
between the structural strut and permanent building structures. But they were still limited in
this arrangement including (1) decision of strut arrangement relying on human judgment; (2)
unable to distinguish between unreal clash and real clash in the strut arrangement based on
work practice, and (3) unable to present overview of all clash detections from each strut at
one time. To solve these problems, this paper integrated rule-based approach with Building
Information Modelling (BIM) to develop an automated system for detecting and solving
clashes of the structural strut. The methodology primarily developed three main modules of
an automated system by using rule-based approach. Then, these modules applied with BIM
software, visual programming and spreadsheet for generating, checking and solving the
clashes. To proof the efficiency, a case study of office basement construction was applied
to test the system. As a result, this system could improve the strut arrangement work by
reducing the human judgement. Moreover, the system has shortened the time of the strut
arrangement by only specifying on the real clash problems. Last, this system also could
provide better visualization of clashes.
Keywords: Strut arrangement, clash detection, building information modelling, deep
excavation.
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1. Introduction
During the deep excavation work, the strutting system
is a key supporting system that could prevent the failures
of retaining walls and the accidents at the construction site
[1]. In this strutting system, it is a structure that consists
of strut, waler, knee, and kingpost. Figure 1 shows the
elements of the strutting system. This structure is usually
developed by concerning three main issues. First, the
stability of the structure mainly focuses on the element
size and spacing number between elements and elements
of the strutting system. Moreover, it requires to monitor
between the measured and designed axial forces at the
construction site which could prevent the failure of the
structure [2]. Next, the safety issue of the structure should
be carefully designed to prevent the accident rates at the
construction site. Since strut members used for workers’
access and egress, the accidents due to falls from height
and being trapped or struck by moving objects have
become the most common causes of fatalities in Hong
Kong [3]. Third, many constructible problems between
structural strut and permanent building structures should
not overlook in the strut arrangement. These problems
still occur at the construction site and require having a
review at the initial stage of the project. In short, although
the strutting system is carefully designed and developed
for protecting the adjacent buildings and providing safety
for the worker, this system especially the structural strut
should be properly checked in the arrangement.

Knee

Strut

Waler

Kingpost
Fig. 1. Elements of strutting system.
Previous studies encountered some constructible
problems of the structural strut at the construction site.
First, inadequate space of strut was one of four main
problems that contributed to the failure of the lateral
bracing issue [4]. Moreover, this problem occurred in the
deep excavation of Taiwan projects. Second, the strut
levels were too close to slab concrete of the tunnel and
there was very little clearance to work [5]. Moreover, they
also found potential clashes between the strut and
permanent building structures like columns or walls. In
another constructible problem, insufficient horizontal
space of struts could influence the access of workers,
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supplies, and equipment [6]. In short, some constructible
problems of structural strut were identified by past studies
such as (1) Inadequate space among struts, (2) Insufficient
space of horizontal and transverse struts, and (3) Clashes
between the strut and permanent building structures.
Thus, there were many types of constructible problems
within the structural strut and could influence the time and
cost of the excavation work.
Amount the above constructible problems, clash is an
important problem that often occurs in the strut
arrangement. The excavation work of the underground
Central Artery Tunnel in downtown Boston found that
the column was conflicted with the structural strut during
the construction stage [5]. Moreover, there were some
other potential clashes between the structural strut and
permanent building structures like columns, walls, slabs,
footings, and beams. During pre-construction phase, the
architectural work sometimes changes in the layouts of
underground structures due to new requirement of the
owner. Then, this change could influence on the structural
strut by modifying the strut location. Since the
modification work conducted during the pre-construction
of the structural strut, it has delayed the time of
subsequent work operation and impacted on the fixing
cost with the owner [3]. Therefore, the structural strut
should properly arrange by identifying and solving any
clash problems at the initial stage of the project.

2. Problem Statement
There are three main reasons that are still limit in
traditional strut arrangement. First, the arrangement of
strut is based on human judgement of clash problems
between the structural strut and permanent building
structures. This judgement uses the knowledge of strut
arrangement which is obtained by many years’ experience.
Different engineers usually have different levels of
knowledge for detecting and solving the clash problems of
structural strut [6]. Some of them are still lack of
experience to identify and solve the possible clash
problems in the strut arrangement whereas the other
engineers have much working experience and could give a
reasonable answer to the problem without further analysis.
To raise the emphasis on education and training of the
strut arrangement, it would be another positive method to
increase the skill, but it would take more time and cost in
this investment. Thus, to avoid depending on the
individual experience of engineer, a knowledge for
identifying and solving the clash problems in the strut
arrangement should be collected and developed into a
system. Moreover, this system also could overcome a
common method that still uses two-dimensional
construction drawings to identify the clash problems of
the structural strut [7]. This arrangement method of strut
is time-consuming and error-prone.
Second, another problem has occurred with the
distinction between unreal clash and real clash in the strut
arrangement based on real practice. Although the available
3D construction software (ie. Autodesk Revit and
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Navisworks Software) could simulate the construction
process, check the clash and tolerance problems between
strut and permanent building structures. However, these
software applications still can’t distinguish between unreal
clash and real clash. For example, the conflict between
strut and RC wall was considered as a real clash when it
was found in the same direction (parallel direction).
Moreover, the conflict between strut and wall was

considered as an unreal clash when it was found in a
different direction. Table 1 shows unreal clash and real
clash between strut and RC wall. Thus, when the
proposed system is able to identify between unreal clash
and real clash, the strut modification work could spend
less time which only requires to focus on the real clash.

Table 1. An example of the unreal clash and real clash between strut and wall based on real practice.
Unreal clash

Real clash

Strut and wall are in the different direction

Strut and wall are in the same direction

Third, some available 3D construction software could
provide better visualization of clash problems in a 3D
model. However, these software applications still have a
limitation to support the strut arrangement. They could
display the clash problem one by one and is not able to
display all clash occurrences on each strut at the same time.
Thus, the engineer can’t know the suitable location for
moving the strut in order to solve the clash problems
because the movement of strut may affect on other strut
elements in the arrangement. Table 2 shows the difference
between the available construction software and the
proposed idea in clash detection. In short, human
judgement of clash, unreal clash and real clash distinction
and clash visualize limitation are still inefficiencies for
identifying and solving the clash problem in the strut
arrangement. This work should be improved by advanced
construction technology like Building Information
Modelling (BIM).
Building Information Modelling (BIM) is a digital
representation of the facility physical characteristics. The
facility information could use as a knowledge for decisionmaking during its life cycle from inception onward [8].
With its powerful capability for visualization and
interoperability, BIM allows for the development of
intelligent virtual building prototypes and the exchange of
information throughout the project lifecycle. Integrated
with systematically organized data and information, a
highly collaborative work process is enabled to facilitate
the communication and decision-making among different
project participants. Thus, an inefficiency process is
expected to be minimized and a better value will be
delivered by using BIM [9]. In short, Building Information

Modelling (BIM) can visualize and solve the clash
problems between the structural strut and permanent
building structures at the early stage of the project.
Building Information Modelling has been greatly
known in the construction field for many years. This
technology could integrate design and information for
solving the inefficient process. This BIM technology can
use to have early detection and allow the construction to
proceed in a safe manner. Previous studies focused on the
deep excavation issue with BIM technology. First, a
framework with a web-based method was developed for
analyzing the excavation alternatives in building
construction projects [10]. This framework provided early
cost estimates and schedules based on a probabilistic
estimating and scheduling method and generated 4D
simulations of the excavation method. Next, another
research study developed an approach of BIM-based code
compliance checking of deep foundation construction
[11]. The control of code compliance at the design stage
was an important method for ensuring safety in the deep
foundation and reducing personal injury and property loss.
Third, there was a study of the deep foundation pit project
in Changsha Zhongqing Square [12]. This study used Revit
software for establishing a 3D model of the excavation pit
supporting system. The structural collision checking,
simulation of the construction process and deepening
design of nodes were carried out to guide to building
construction. An automated safety risk recognition
process was developed based on BIM which composed of
three parts including (1) building risk database, (2) relation
analysis between engineering information and safety risks,
and (3) automated safety risk recognition mechanism in
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the BIM platform [9]. Recently, the object t-level in design
was developed by integrating rules of modular
coordination with BIM [13]. The rules of modular
coordination consisted of (1) reference system, (2)
preferred sizes, (3) alignment system, (4) 5 mm
rule/tolerance, (5) joint details. As a result, it could assist
the modeller in placing and alignment of building elements
within the modular reference frame, reference
lines/planes. Last, some other studies related to BIM in
the deep excavation are explained in Table 3. Therefore,
previous BIM researches in deep excavation have been

proposed to solve two main aspects. First, the research
studies focused on stability and safety during the deep
excavation. Moreover, BIM was used as a model that
integrated with geotechnical data for designing and
monitoring the soil excavation. Second, the research on
BIM related to the deep excavation focused on the
visualization in the 3D model. In conclusion, there are
many research studies between BIM technology and deep
excavation. However, there is not many studies of BIM
application on strut arrangement in excavation work that
could identify and solve the clash problems.

Table 2. Difference between the available construction software and proposed idea in clash detection.

The display ability of the
clash occurrence

The clash detection by current
available software

The proposed idea of clash detection in
this study

Display the clash problem one by
one

Display all clash occurrences on each strut at
the same time for making decision on strut
arrangement

Picture of clash occurrence

The utilization of BIM with a strutting system has not
much focused on previous studies. A case study of BIM
can improve the design and construction productivity and
aid geotechnical design in deep excavation projects in
Jakarta, Indonesia [18]. Due to this study, BIM was
primarily built by a Revit model to understand the
complex geometry of the permanent building structures
before designing the scheme of supporting system.
Second, the strut locations were easily understood by the
BIM model. Moreover, The BIM model not only allowed
the engineers to see the strutting system in a 3D model but
also allowed the engineers to have a macro view of the
overall design, identify the critical areas and produce a
more optimized design. Thus, the BIM model has been a
critical technology to improve the overall design and
construction productivity. Another study developed an
ontology-based system for construction risk knowledge
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management in the BIM environment [7]. In this system,
some general risk rules had been predefined by the
knowledge base. When a specific construction object in
the BIM model was selected, the general risk query rules
were customized with the relevant information. Thus, this
system could help the user (1) identify the construction
processes and the potential risks of monitoring objects as
strut, (2) analyze the risk factors, and (3) take the risk
precautions to prevent the occurrence of an accident
according to an identified risk. Although previous studies
focused on some areas of strutting system with BIM
concept, the study of constructible problems like clashes
still required to improve for supporting the review in the
strut arrangement. Moreover, by using BIM, it will provide
an overview design of structural strut in the 3D model
environment, and early identification and solution of clash
problems. In short, some 3D construction software could
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detect clashes between the structural strut and permanent
building structures. But they were still limited in this
arrangement including (1) decision of strut arrangement
relying on human judgment; (2) unable to distinguish
between unreal clash and real clash in the strut
arrangement based on work practice, and (3) unable to
present overview of all clash detections from each strut at
the one time. Therefore, the objective of this paper
integrated rule- based approach with Building Information
Modelling (BIM) to develop an automated system for
detecting and solving clashes of the structural strut.
Table 3. Previous studies related to BIM in the deep
excavation.
Author,
Year

Research description

Lu, Wu and
Hsiung, [14]

Applied a real-world case study to
integrate the 3D building model, and
excavation model. The results of
ground surface settlement analysis,
measurement, and monitoring data
into one system could use to
accurately execute environmental
impact assessments.

Wu, Lu and
Hsiung, [15]

Developed a Building Information
Modelling (BIM)-based monitoring
system to integrate and visualize the
monitoring data for risk assessments
during urban deep excavation
projects. The system accurately
visualized the location of monitoring
instruments in the BIM system and
provided the data requirement to
assess the ground settlement by using
numerical analysis.

Lin et al.,
[16]

Developed a BIM-based approach for
settlement monitoring. This study
could determine possible risks by
comparing the monitoring data and
warning levels. Moreover, different
methods were proposed to control the
impact which caused by ground
settlement.

Szwarkowski
and Pilecka,
[17]

Studied the use of BIM in the
modeling of high building “Mogilska
Tower” in Cracow. The high building
model was developed and applied
with the data of geotechnical
parameters
for
checking
the
settlement impact and evaluating the
influence of neighbouring buildings.

3. Methodology

To achieve the purpose of this research study, the
methodology was primarily conducted by collecting the
information of the strut arrangement from a couple of
experts’ interviews. These experts were senior engineers
of subcontractor companies in Thailand. Moreover, they
had at least 15 years of experience in deep excavation work
of building construction. The information result of the
strut arrangement was presented in another paper
elsewhere and this paper only focused on the system
development. In this paper, it was begun by applying a
rule-based approach for supporting of the system
development. This approach is based on the IF-THEN
statement that has input and output information. The
approach developed into three main modules of a system
such as strut generation, clash detection of strut, and
automated strut modification. Then, each module was
applied with BIM software (Autodesk Revit Software),
visual programming (Dynamo Software) and spreadsheet
(Microsoft Excel Software). Last, after developing the
system, a case study of office basement construction was
tested with the system development.

4. System Development
This section explains the process on developing the
system. The system consists of rule-based generation,
preliminary structural strut generation, modules for clash
detection, and strut modification. The rule-based
generation from experts was used to support the structural
strut generation, modules for clash detection and strut
modification. At first, the structural strut generation
module aims to create the preliminary layout of structural
strut elements both the transverse and horizontal
direction. In addition, this module creates the layout
structural strut elements in each level from information of
3D building information model. In this structural strut
module, numbers of strut levels and strut quantities in
horizontal and transverse directions were determined.
Next, modules for clash detection were developed to
detect the clashes between preliminary strut arrangement
and 3D building structures. The result of clash detection
will be used to next module. Last, the strut modification
was designed to re-arrangement of the final structural
strut. Thus, it could avoid the intersection between strut
and building structures. The detail information of each
modules in the system development was explained in the
following section.
4.1. Rule-based Approach for Supporting System
Rule-based approach has been developed and
implemented in the AEC industry for structural element
design, building code checking, building performance
checking, and safety planning. A rule is considered as a
formal
and
popular
way
of
“representing
recommendations, directives, or strategies when the
domain knowledge results from empirical associations
developed through years of experience solving problems
in an area” (Waterman, 1986). IF-THEN statements can
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be used to express and organize the rule-sets with logic as
human reasoning. IF links the condition for rule
execution, including the facts and criteria; THEN is
followed by the execution results. When the IF portion of
a rule is satisfied by the facts, the action is specified by the
THEN portion. In this study, the rule-based approach is
applied to develop into three modules for generating,
detecting, and solving the clash problems of strut
arrangement.
The automated system basically attempted to solve
the clash problems between structural strut and
permanent building structures. This system was primarily
developed by using the rule-based approach. The
approach used the information which was obtained from
the expert interview and developed into three main
modules of the system. In the first module, the strut
Structural strut generation
1. Numbers of strut levels
2. Horizontal strut
structure
• Numbers of strut in
horizontal direction
3. Transverse strut
structure
• Numbers of strut in
transverse direction

generation determined the numbers of strut levels and
quantities of horizontal and transverse struts. Moreover,
this module could avoid the clash occurrence between (1)
struts and footings, (2) struts and slabs. In the next
module, after generating the initial structural strut by the
first module, the detection of strut only checked the clash
occurrence between the structural strut and permanent
building structures like columns, beams and RC walls. In
the last module, the automated strut modification
relocated the strut to another place for solving the clash
problems. Each module of the system was clearly
explained in the following section. As a result, the final
structural strut was obtained without the clash problems.
Figure 2 shows a framework of an automated system
development.

Strut detection
Identify the clash between
structural strut and permanent
building structures such as:
1. Clash problems between
struts and columns
2. Clash problems between
struts and beams
3. Clash problems between
struts and RC walls

Strut modification
1. An automated strut
modification by solving
the clash problems

Fig. 2. A framework of an automated system development.
4.2. Modules of Structural Strut Generation
The first module was the generation of an initial
structural strut. This module was divided into two main
steps including (1) the determination of strut level
numbers and (2) strut quantities in horizontal and
transverse directions. Each step was developed by using
rule-based approach that was based on the information of
strut generation. Then, the system was developed by using
Autodesk Revit and Dynamo Software.
4.2.1. Numbers of strut levels (vertical position)
In the first step, the numbers of strut levels were
determined by using the input information from 3D
model such as (1) depth number of excavation work and
(2) value of all slab levels. Moreover, the input also needs
to specific the strut size like 300mm, 350mm ,400mm.
First, the depth number of excavation work was used to
determine the material type of retaining wall whether
concrete pile or sheet pile. If the concrete pile was selected
as the material type of retaining wall, the first strut level
could be equal or bigger than -2m. If the sheet pile was
selected as the material type of retaining wall, the first strut
104

level could be equal or bigger than -1.5m. Next, the value
of all slab levels was used to compare with the first strut
level for checking whether they were different or same
level. If the first strut level was not at the same level with
the other slabs, it was selected as a trial strut level and
continue to determine the first slab level. Last, the strut
size allowed the user to select and determine the number
of 1st and next strut level. In the process stage, the rulebased approach was applied to (1) determine the material
type of retaining wall, (2) check the different between 1st
and next strut level and all slab levels, (3) verify between
the 1st and next strut level and all slab levels. When strut
level exceeded the depth of excavation level, the
determination process was stopped and the numbers of
strut level were also determined as the result. Finally, the
first step of module could specify the results of (1) the
material type of retaining wall, (2) the number of 1st and
next strut level, and (3) verification result of the 1st and
next strut level with all slab levels. Figure 3 shows the flow
chart information for determining the strut level numbers.
After the numbers of strut levels are determined from the
above process, this result is applied to determine the
quantity of horizontal and transverse struts at each level.
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Input

Process

Output
False

IF Depth number
≥ 9m

Depth number of
excavation work

Concrete pile

Set number of 1st strut
level ≥-1.5m
True
Sheet pile
b=Set number of 1st
strut level ≥-2m

Strut size (300mm,
350mm, 400mm)

False

IF number of 1st
strut level match
value of all slab
levels

False 1st slab level = number of
1st strut level-( (strut
size/2) + 0.2m)
True

Change 1st strut level

Value of all slab levels
False

True

IF number of 1st
strut level match
value of all slab
levels

1st slab level = number
of 1st strut level-( (strut
size/2) + 0.2m)

True
Change 1st strut level

Select all slab levels above 1st slab
level
Determine the 1st strut
level

Select the lowest slab level

Determine boundary of first strut
level from the lowest slab level
False
Accept the 1st strut
level
IF all slab levels above
1st slab level are
between boundary of
first strut level

True

Reject the 1st strut level
and select the next
lowest slab level

Fig. 3. Flow chart information for determining the strut level numbers.
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4.2.2. Strut quantities in horizontal and transverse
directions
In the second step, the strut quantities in horizontal
and transverse directions were determined in each strut
level that had found from the first step of this module.
First, the input information was required to obtain from
3D model such as (1) retaining wall thickness, (2) the
width and length of the retaining wall, and (2) specified
spacing value of strut (i.e. 6m). First, transverse and
horizontal lines of each level were determined by
subtracting the width and length of retaining wall with the
retaining wall thickness. Then the numbers of transverse
and horizontal struts were determined by dividing the
Input

Width and length of
retaining wall
Thickness of retaining
wall

Specified spacing value
of strut

transverse and horizontal lines with the specified spacing
value of strut. The rule-based approach was applied to
determine whether the length number in transverse

direction is longer than the length number in
horizontal direction or not. If the result was true, the
vertical number of lines in transverse direction
summed with the size number of struts. Last, the
transverse and horizontal lines of each level combined
with strut family type for generating the 3D models of
transverse and horizontal struts in each level. Figure 4
shows the flow chart information for determining strut
quantities in horizontal and transverse directions.

Process

Output

1.Transverse lines= Width value Thickness value
2. Horizontal lines= Length
value- Thickness value

Result of Transverse and
horizontal line values

1. Numbers of space in
Transverse direction= Transverse
line value / Specified spacing
value of strut
2. Numbers of space in
Horizontal direction= Horizontal
line value / Specified spacing
value of strut
Develop lines in Transverse
direction

Result of length number in each
line at Transverse direction

Develop lines in Horizontal
direction

Result of length number in each
line at Horizontal direction

False
IF length number in
Transverse direction >
length number in
Horizontal direction

Size of strut

Result of numbers of space in
Transverse Horizontal and
direction

Height of lines in Transverse
direction = Vertical number of
lines+ Size of strut

Combine 3D strut family type

True

Lines in Horizontal direction

Lines in Transverse direction

New lines in Transverse
direction

Result of structural strut in 3D
model

Fig. 4. Flow chart information for determining strut quantities in horizontal and transverse directions.
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4.2.3. Preliminary strut generation in 3D model
After the initial structural strut was determined and
generated into a 3D model, this structural strut checked
the clash between structural strut and permanent building
structures. Due to the results of the strut generation at the
first stage, this module could avoid to undertake the clash
detection between (1) strut and slab, (2) strut and

foundation which has pile and footing. Table 4 shows the
results of strut generation in 3D model between (1) strut
and slab, (2) strut and foundation. In this study, the system
development of clash detection was only responsible for
checking between (1) strut and column, (2) strut and wall
and (3) strut and beam. The detail information of each
clash detection was explained in the following section.

Table 4. Strut generation between (1) strut and slab, (2) strut and foundation.
Strut Plan View

Strut Section View

Strut and
slab
200mm

Strut and
foundation

4.3. Modules for Checking Clash between Strut and
Building Structures
This section explains the checking clash detection
between strut and building structures. In depth
excavation, the struct can be conflicted with several
building structures such as column, wall and beam
element. The concepts and algorithms were described
below.
4.3.1. Clash detection between strut and column structure
First, the clash detection between strut and column
structure was developed by classifying into input, process,

and output. First, the input data were the strut elements
and the column elements. Then, the detection process
applied the rule-based approach to find the clash between
both elements. As a result, the detected struts were
determined and divided into transverse and horizontal
directions. The detected struts and columns were also
highlighted by adding color in the 3D model. Last, all the
detected information saved in the spreadsheet including
clash number, column type, column ID, strut type, strut
ID, Point. X, Point. Y, Point. Z, embedded thickness
value of clash, column width, column length. Figure 5
shows flow chart information of clash detection between
strut and column structure.
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Unhide the detected
elemtns of b

Input of
strut
a

Input of
column
b

Color the detected
elemtns of b

Detected elemtns of b

No
detected
element

Point at the surface
of a in horizontal
direction av

False
If
a∩b
True

Clash point c

Color the detected
elemtns of b

Detected elemtns of b

Point at the surface
of b in transverse
direction at

Embedded
thickness of clash
in transverse
direction
dtc ← (c,at)

Unhide the detected
elemtns of b
Color the detected
elemtns of a in
horizontal direction

Detected elemtns of a
in horizontal direction

Clash report clash in
horizontal direction

Clash number
Strut Type
Strut ID
Column type
Column ID
Column dimension
(width and length)
Clash point c
Embedded thickness
of clash in horizontal
direction dvc

Color the detected
elemtns of a in
transverse direction

Detected elemtns of a
in transverse direction

Detected
results

Embedded
thickness of clash in
horizontal direction
dvc ← (c,av)

Clash report clash in
transverse direction
Clash number
Strut Type
Strut ID
Column type
Column ID
Column dimension
(width and length)
Clash point c
Embedded thickness
of clash in transverse
direction dtc

Save detected
information of
horizontal direction
in Excel file

Save detected
information of
transverse direction
in Excel file

Fig. 5. Flow chart information of clash detection between strut and column structure.
4.3.2. Clash detection between strut and wall structure
Next, the clash detection between strut and wall
structure was developed by classifying into input, process,
and output. First, the input data were the strut elements
and the wall elements. Moreover, the struts and walls were
divided into transverse and horizontal directions. In the
detection process, the rule-based approach was applied to
find the clash between struts and walls in the parallel
direction only (i.e. transverse strut Vs transverse wall or
horizontal strut Vs horizontal wall). As a result, the

detected struts were determined and divided into
transverse and horizontal directions. The detected struts
and walls were also highlighted by adding color in the 3D
model. Finally, all the detected information saved in the
spreadsheet including clash number, wall type, wall ID,
strut type, strut ID, Point. X, Point. Y, Point. Z,
embedded thickness value of clash, wall width. Figures 6
and 7 show flow chart information of clash detection
between struts and walls in transverse and horizontal
directions.

Color the detected
elements of a

Input of
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a
Input of
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b

False

No detected
element

Detected elements of
a in horizontal
direction

If
a∩b

Point at the surface
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direction at

Clash line c
True

Detected
results

Detected elements of
b in horizontal
direction

Color the detected
elements of b
Unhide the detected
elements of b

Embedded
thickness of clash
in transverse
direction
dtw ← (c,at)

Clash report clash in
transverse direction

Save detected
information of
transverse direction
in Excel file

Clash number
Strut Type
Strut ID
Wall type
Wall ID
Wall dimension (width
and length)
Clash point c
Embedded thickness of
clash in transverse
direction dtw

Fig. 6. Flow chart information of clash detection between struts and walls in the horizontal direction.
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Input of
strut
a

False

No detected
element

Detected elements of
a in transverse
direction

Point at the surface
of a in horizontal
direction av

If
a∩b

Input of
wall
b

Color the detected
elements of a in
horizontal direction

Embedded
thickness of clash
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direction
dvw ← (c,av)

Clash line c
True
Detected
results

Detected elements of
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direction

Color the detected
elements of b
Unhide the detected
elements of b

Clash report clash in
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Save detected
information of
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in Excel file

Clash number
Strut Type
Strut ID
Wall type
Wall ID
Wall dimension
(width and length)
Clash point c
Embedded thickness
of clash in horizontal
direction dvw

Fig. 7. Flow chart information of clash detection between struts and walls in the transverse direction.
4.3.3. Clash detection between strut and beam structure
Last, the clash detection between strut and beam
structure was developed by classifying into input, process,
and output. First, the input data were the strut elements
and the beam elements. Then, the detection process
applied the rule-based approach to find the clash between
both elements. As a result, the result of detected strut and
beam elements, clash points, and clash views were

Input of
strut
a
Input of
beam
b

False

No detected
element

Detected elemtns of a

obtained from the transverse and horizontal directions.
The detected struts and beams were also highlighted by
adding color in the 3D model. Last, all the detected
information saved in the spreadsheet including clash
number, beam type, beam ID, strut type, strut ID, Point.
X, Point. Y, Point. Z, width of beam. Figure 8 shows flow
chart information of clash detection between strut and
beam structure.

Color the detected
elemtns of a
Point at the
surface of ab
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a∩b

Embedded
thickness of
clash
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Clash line c
True

Detected
results

Detected elemtns of b

Color the detected
elemtns of b
Unhide the
detected elemtns of
b

Clash report clash

Save detected
information in
Excel file

Clash number
Strut Type
Strut ID
Beam type
Beam ID
Beam dimension
(width and length)
Clash point c
Embedded thickness
of clash db

Fig. 8. Flow chart information of clash detection between strut and beam structure.
4.4. Module of Strut Modification
After clash cases are detected by previous modules,
the module of strut modification attempts to automatically
solve the clash problems.
The module of strut
modification basically tried to solve the clash problem by
moving the strut to another location. Due to the structural
strut generation, it generated the strut above the floor, so
the clash between strut and beam structure rarely occurred
from the detection. Moreover, if the clash between strut
and beam of ramp was occurred in the 3D model, this
clash was not occurred in the real practice because the
ramp beam is constructed after the removal of strut. Thus,
in this study, the modification function only considered
the clash between (1) strut and column, (2) strut and wall.
Therefore, in this modification, the strut relocated either
transverse or horizontal direction.
Initially, this modification primarily considered the
characteristic of clashes between strut and permanent

building structures like beam, column, and wall structures.
Then, it could have different algorithms for determining
the embedded thickness value. The embedded thickness
value is very important to move the strut to a new location
for solving the clash problem. Moreover, a new
modification value of strut also considers the working
space for worker between strut and permanent building
structures like wall and column by adding the embedded
thickness value with allowance tolerance number around
300mm. Tables 5 and 6 show a characteristic of clashes
between strut and column and algorithm for determining
the new modification value of strut in horizontal and
transverse directions. Table 7 shows a characteristic of
clashes between strut and wall and algorithm for
determining the new modification value of strut. Table 8
shows a characteristic of clashes between strut and beam
and algorithm for determining the new modification value
of strut.
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Table 5. A characteristic of clashes between strut and column and algorithm for determining the new modification value
of strut in the transverse direction.
N

Number of
characteristics

Algorithm of new modification
value of strut

Characteristics of clashes between transverse
strut and column in plan view

M = (dv x 2) + T

1

First
characteristic of
transverse strut

Where:
• M is a modification value
• dv is an embedded thickness value
of clash in transverse direction
• T is an allowance tolerance
number

M = (dv - 200) + 400 + T

2

Second
characteristic of
transverse strut

Where:
• M is a modification value
• dv is an embedded thickness value
of clash in transverse direction
• T is an allowance tolerance
number

M = - ((Wc – dv) + 200 + T)

3

110

Third
characteristic of
transverse strut

Where:
• M is a modification value
• Wc is a width value of column
• dv is an embedded thickness value
of clash in transverse direction
• T is an allowance tolerance
number
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Table 6. A characteristic of clashes between strut and column and algorithm for determining the new modification value
of strut in the horizontal direction (Continue).
N

Number of
characteristics

Algorithm of new modification
value of strut

Characteristics of clashes between horizontal
strut and column in plan view

M = (dt x 2) + T

4

First
characteristic of
horizontal strut

Where:
• M is a modification value
• dt is an embedded thickness value
of clash in horizontal direction
• T is an allowance tolerance
number

M = (dt - 200) + 400 + T

5

Second
characteristic of
horizontal strut

Where:
• M is a modification value
• dt is an embedded thickness value
of clash in horizontal direction
• T is an allowance tolerance
number

M = - ((Lc – dt) + 200 + T)

6

Third
characteristic of
horizontal strut

Where:
• M is a modification value
• Lc is a length value of column
• dt is an embedded thickness value
of clash in horizontal direction
• T is an allowance tolerance
number
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Table 7. A characteristic of clashes between strut and wall and algorithm for determining the new modification value
of strut in horizontal and transverse directions.
New modification value of strut in the transverse direction
First characteristic
M = - ((400 - dv) x 2) + T
Where:
• M is a modification value
• dv is an embedded
thickness value of clash
in transverse direction
• T is an allowance
tolerance number
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Second characteristic
M = - ((400 - dv) x 2) + T

Third characteristic
M = (dv x 2) + T
Where:

Where:
• M is a modification
value
• dv is an embedded
thickness value of clash
in transverse direction
• T is an allowance
tolerance number

• M is a modification
value
• dv is an embedded
thickness value of
clash in transverse
direction
• T is an allowance
tolerance number

Fourth characteristic
M = (dv x 2) + T
Where:
• M is a modification
value
• dv is an embedded
thickness value of clash
in transverse direction
• T is an allowance
tolerance number
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Table 7. A characteristic of clashes between strut and wall and algorithm for determining the new modification value
of strut in horizontal and transverse directions (Continue).

N

Number of
characteristics

Algorithm of new
modification value of strut

Characteristic picture of clashes between
horizontal strut and wall

M = - ((400 - dt) x 2) + T

1

First
characteristic

Where:
• M is a modification value
• dt is an embedded thickness
value of clash in
horizontal direction
• T is an allowance tolerance
number

M = - ((400 - dt) x 2) + T

2

Second
characteristic

Where:
• M is a modification value
• dt is an embedded thickness
value of clash in
horizontal direction
• T is an allowance tolerance
number

M = (dt x 2) + T

3

Third
characteristic

Where:
• M is a modification value
• dt is an embedded thickness
value of clash in
horizontal direction
• T is an allowance tolerance
number

M = (dt x 2) + T

4

Fourth
characteristic

Where:
• M is a modification value
• dt is an embedded thickness
value of clash in
horizontal direction
• T is an allowance tolerance
number
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Table 8. A characteristic of clashes between strut and beam and algorithm for determining the new modification value
of strut.

N

Number of
characteristics

Algorithm of new modification Characteristic picture of clashes between strut and
value of strut
beam
M = - (((Hc – dt) x 2)) +T)

1

First
characteristic

Where:
• M is a modification value
• Hc is a height of beam
• dt is an embedded thickness
value of clash in horizontal
direction
• T is an allowance tolerance
number

M = ((Hc x 2) + T)

2

Second
characteristic

Where:
• M is a modification value
• Hc is a height of beam
• dt is an embedded thickness
value of clash in horizontal
direction
• T is an allowance tolerance
number

Next, after the clash detection process, the clash
results were analysed and saved in the spreadsheet. At the
intersection position of clash, the system was designed to
analyse the embedded thickness value in the transverse
and horizontal directions. In each direction, it had the
information of the detected element from the clash

problem. This information consisted of clash number,
element type, element ID, strut type, strut ID, Point. X,
Point. Y, Point. Z, element dimension and embedded
thickness value. Table 9 shows an example of clash
information between strut and the other three elements of
building structures in the spreadsheet.

Table 9. An example of clashes between strut and three elements of building structures in the spreadsheet.
An example of clashes between strut and column structure
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Table 9. An example of clashes between strut and the other three elements of building structures in the spreadsheet
(Continue).
An example of clashes between strut and wall structure

An example of clashes between strut and beam structure

To automatically modify the strut location, it required
to separately relocate the strut in transverse and horizontal
directions. In the transverse direction, the input
information needed to obtain from the 3D model and
spreadsheet. The 3D strut and strut ID were extracted
from the 3D model whereas the strut ID and embedded
thickness value of detected wall and column. Then, the
rule-based approach was applied to (1) match between
strut ID of detected wall and strut ID of detected column,
(2) determine whether embedded thickness value of
detected wall was bigger than embedded thickness value
.

of detected column, (3) match between strut ID from
3Dmodel and strut ID of detected column and wall.
Finally, the output of module could specify the results of
(1) the embedded thickness value of detected column and
wall, (2) new embedded thickness value, (3) new
coordinate value (X, Y, Z), and (4) new strut location in
transverse direction. Figure 9 shows the flow chart
information for modifying the strut location in the
transverse direction. Moreover, the strut relocation in
horizontal direction also followed the same process in the
transverse direction.
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Process

Input

Output

3D model
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New embedded thickness value +
Value of Point Y
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False
All strut ID in
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True
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True

Embedded
thickness value of
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Fig. 9. Flow chart information for modifying the strut location in the transverse direction.

5. System Testing
5.1. Project Description
To validate the system development, a case study was
a newly constructed project of office building in Bangkok,
Thailand. There were two buildings in this project and the
building height is 22.9 m from the ground floor to the
seventh floor of both buildings. Moreover, each building
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had three floors in the basement and a total area of both
basements was approximately 4,911.2 m2. Figure 10 shows
the basement level of the office building project in 3D
model. These basements were used to serve as car parking
lots. In this excavation, the width number was around 31.5
m, the length number was around 77.7 m and the depth
number was around 14.6 m. Moreover, the basement
structure, which consisted of concrete piles, footings,
columns, slabs, walls, and beams, was developed in the 3D
model by using Autodesk Revit Software.
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Fig. 10. A 3D basement model of the office building project.
5.2. Results of A Case Study Testing
In this study, the 3D basement model of the office
building project was applied to test the system
development. The system development was applied with
the 3D basement model for serving the main functions of
strut arrangement including (1) strut generation, (2) clash
detection of strut, (3) automated strut modification. The
input and result of each function were described in the
following section.
5.2.1. Step 1: Strut generation
5.2.1.1. Input data process

The input information, which was required in the
structural strut generation, was the boundary line of
retaining wall and thickness of retaining wall. The
boundary line of the retaining wall was obtained by the
model element selection from the 3D model. Then, the
thickness of the retaining wall was also provided with the
actual number of retaining wall thickness. Third, the type
of strut was selected among three strut sizes including 300
x 300 mm, 350 x 350 mm, and 400 x 400 mm. Table 10
shows the input information and interface of strut
generation. Moreover, the space number between strut
and strut is around 6000 mm. Last, after inputting the
information requirement, the dynamo runs the calculation
process for determining the numbers of strut level and
strut quantities in transverse and horizontal directions.
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Table 10. Input information and interface of strut generation.
Input information

Dynamo input interface

Boundary line of retaining wall -> Select
model elements
Thickness of retaining wall -> 800 mm.

5.2.1.2. Result of structural strut generation
Due to the depth of excavation around 14.6m, the
concrete pile was selected as the material of retaining wall.
Moreover, the thickness of the retaining wall was around
800mm. After applying the input information
requirement, the Autodesk Dynamo Software was run by

combining with the algorithm of strut generation. As a
result, the system could determine 4 strut levels and strut
quantities consisted of 24 horizontal struts and 56
transverse struts. This result was also illustrated in the 3D
model. Table 11 shows the result of strut generation with
a case study. Figure 11 shows an initial structural strut
generation of a case study in the 3D model.

Table 11. Result of strut generation with a case study.
Steps of strut generation
1.
2.
3.
4.

Numbers of strut level
Strut quantities in transverse direction
Strut quantities in horizontal direction
Depth of excavation

Results
4 levels
14 x 4 = 56 struts
6 x 4 = 24 struts
-14.6mm

Strut levels
First level = -800mm
Second level = -4000mm
Third level = -6700mm
Fourth level = -9300mm

Plan view

Section view
First strut level
-800mm
Second strut level
-4000mm
Third strut level

-6700mm
Fourth strut level
-9300mm

Excavation depth
-14600mm

Fig. 11. An initial structural strut generation of a case study
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5.2.2. Step 2: Clash detection of strut
5.2.2.1. Input data process of clash detection
The input information, which was required in the
clash detection, was the selection between strut and
permanent building structures. In the permanent building
structures, it considered only column, wall, and beam
because the clash detection between (1) strut and

foundation, (2) strut and slab were avoided by the strut
generation stage. The selection between strut and
permanent building structures was applied case by case
which had (1) clash detection between strut and column,
(2) clash detection between strut and wall and (3) clash
detection between strut and beam. Each clash detection
case shown the input requirement and interface in Table
12.

Table 12. Input requirement and interface of each clash detection case.
Input information

Dynamo interface

Clash detection between strut and column

Select model elements -> Select strut from the 3D
model
Select model elements -> Select column from the 3D
model

Clash detection between strut and wall

Select model elements -> Select strut from the 3D
model
Select model elements -> Select wall from the 3D
model

Clash detection between strut and beam

Select model elements -> Select strut from the 3D
model
Select model elements -> Select beam from the 3D
model
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5.2.2.2. Result of clash detection
In the clash detection, the permanent building
structures, which were included column, wall, and beam,
were selected to check the clash problems with the
structural strut. As a result, the clash numbers, clash
points, and embedded thickness values of clashes were
identified and extracted in the spreadsheet. Moreover, the
detected struts and permanent building structures were
shown in the 3D model. Table 13 shows the results of
clash numbers between struts and permanent building

structures. Figure 12 shows the results of detected struts
and permanent building structures in the 3D model.
Moreover, when it had a clash between strut and building
elements like column, wall or beam, it shown the color of
clashed element. For example, when it had a clash, strut
was changed to green color, beam was changed to blue
color, wall was changed to red color and column was
changed to orange color. On the other hand, when the
element was not clashed, it was not changed to any color
in 3D view.

Table 13. Results of clash numbers between struts and permanent building structures.
Clash detection

Clash numbers

Clash detection between strut and column

95 clashes

Clash detection between strut and wall

11 clashes

Clash detection between strut and beam

31 clashes

Fig. 12. Detected struts and permanent building structures in the 3D model.
5.2.3. Step 3: An automated strut modification
5.2.3.1. Input data process of an automated strut
modification

The input information, which only considered the strut
element, was applied by selecting the strut in the 3D
model. The automated strut modification could solve the
clash problems between strut and permanent building
structures. Table 14 shows the input requirement and
interface of an automated strut modification.

Table 14. Input requirement and interface of an automated strut modification.
Input information

Dynamo interface

Select all struts in the 3D model
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5.2.3.2. Result of an automated strut modification
After applying the input requirement of strut
modification, The Autodesk Dynamo Software extracted
the data from the spreadsheet. In this data, the re-located

value was the sum between the embedded thickness value
of clash and tolerance value. The strut was moved by the
re-located value. As a result, the final structural strut was
obtained without the clash problems and shown in Fig. 13.
Plan view

3D view

Fig. 13. A final structural strut in the 3D model.

6. Discussion of System Development
The finding results of this system development have
significantly supported the strut arrangement. Each
finding is clearly explained in the next section.
First, the system in this study could be the first system
that was developed to support the strut arrangement.
After developing and applying the automated system for
supporting the strut arrangement, its capability could
effectively serve three functions of the strut arrangement.
First, in the structural generation function, when the depth
of excavation is smaller or bigger than 9 m, the strut
generation could determine the numbers of strut level.
Moreover, the strut quantities in both transverse and
horizontal directions were determined with any space
number given. As a result, the initial structural strut could
generate into a 3D model. Next, in clash detection
function of strut, the initial structural strut was run and
detected the clash problems with the 3D basement model.

Then, the detection result could provide as either display
in the 3D model or save in the spreadsheet. Thus, the
engineer could see the problems in the 3D model and find
the modification information in the spreadsheet. Last, the
strut modification function could automatically relocate
the strut location for solving the clash problems. Then, the
final structural strut could obtain without the clash
problem in the 3D model. In short, each function of this
system development was properly worked to support the
strut arrangement.
In this study, the structural strut generation function
was developed without considering the design work of the
strutting system. Due to different ground layers in deep
excavation, they could have different lateral forces and
lead to determine different numbers of strut sizes.
However, the strut generation in this study used the fixing
number of strut size which has three main sizes of strut
namely 300 x 300 mm, 350 x 350 mm, and 400 x 400 mm.
Thus, the engineers could separately use each function of
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the strut arrangement. They could skip the structural strut
generation function and directly used the clash detection
and strut modification functions.
Next, it is related to the visualization aspect. The
system is basically depended on the 3D model, so it could
change the current practice of strut arrangement work. In
the current practice, the strut arrangement is usually based
on two-dimensional drawings, this practice still is limited
to clearly understand the clash problems between strut and
permanent building structures. Thus, this system was
developed by visualizing the problems in the 3D model.
Due to the information of strut arrangement in real
practice, the algorithm of clash detection was designed to
distinguish between occurrence and non-occurrence of
clash. Then, this algorithm developed with BIM
technology for displaying all clash occurrences on each
strut at the same time. As a result, all clash problems are
successfully visualized on each strut. Therefore, the
detective function of this system was useful to display the
detected clashes in the 3D model.
Finally, this system also has shortened the time of the
strut arrangement. Based on the current practice of strut
arrangement, this work is time-consuming and errorprone. This automated system was developed by using the
computer ability with the information of strut
arrangement to distinguish between occurrence and nonoccurrence of clash. Thus, it could reduce the time for
detecting and solving the clash problems in the strut
arrangement. Therefore, the result of strut arrangement
work is shortly obtained rather than the current practice.

7. Conclusion
In the current practice, the strut arrangement is
usually based on two-dimensional drawing, this practice is
still limited to visualize the clash between strut and
permanent building structures. After some available
software tools are developed to overcome this problem,
they could display the clash problem one by one.
However, it is difficult for the engineer to oversee all the
clash occurrences on each strut at the same time.
Moreover, the available software is still unable to
distinguish between occurrence and non-occurrence of
clash based on real practice. Thus, this study adopts
Building Information Modelling (BIM) to develop a
system for automatically detecting and solving clashes of
the structural strut. In the system development, the
algorithms were designed from the information of strut
arrangement. This information was obtained by the
experts’ interviews in the deep excavation of building
projects and presented in another paper. After the
algorithms were developed to serve three functions of
strut arrangement including strut generation, strut
detection, and strut modification, the system was created
by using Autodesk Revit and Dynamo Software and
Microsoft Excel Software. Next, system development was
tested to understand its efficiency with a case study. As a
result, this system could effectively identify the clash
problems between strut and permanent building
122

structures like column, wall, and beam. Moreover, this
system could solve the clash problems by automatically
relocating the strut to another location. Last, this system
also provides a clear picture by visualizing the clash
problems between strut and permanent building
structures in the 3D model.
There are two main contributions to this system
development. First of all, due to the significant point of
this system development, the strut arrangement work
could strengthen the strut design. Initially, the result of this
strut arrangement provides the numbers of strut level,
strut spaces, and quantities in both directions. Moreover,
the system could be applied to check the clash problems
too. Then, the designer could use this information to
confirm the specification of strut design. Thus, the
designer could ensure the structural strut in design and
construction work. Moreover, the designer also could use
the final structural strut to take off the strut quantity and
estimate the cost.
Next, this system could change the process of
structural strut development. The designer usually needs
to design the structural strut by determining the element
specification like types of retaining wall, numbers of strut
level, strut size and space. Then, the designer arranges and
checks the clash problems between strut and permanent
building structures. However, this automated system
could reverse the process of strut arrangement. The
designer primarily has to create the basement structure in
the 3D model and apply this system development to
arrange the structural strut at the first step. After this strut
arrangement work is complete, it can send for determining
the strut specification later. Thus, it could support the
designer’s work. Moreover, some subcontractors could
use the 3D strut model to estimate the primary cost of the
structural strut. In short, the finding result of the system
development has significantly changed the current practice
of strut arrangement at the primary stage of deep
excavation work.
Although the automated system for supporting the
strut arrangement is developed successfully, it still has a
few limitations that could influence this system. First,
based on system development, it could allow the user to
see the clash problems between strut and permanent
building structures at the pre-construction stage of the
project. However, in the structural generation function, it
was developed by using the reference value of strut level
and space from many previous projects in the deep
excavation. This study still encourages the user to bring
the structural strut, which has applied with this system, to
check with the design work of the strutting system. So it
can confirm with the specification of the structural strut
from the design work. This practice is considered as a
double-check for ensuring the stability of the strutting
system. Next, the current practice uses the AutoCAD
Software to develop the structural strut in twodimensional drawing. If designer or subcontractor would
like to use this system development, he or she needs other
software like Autodesk Revit and Dynamo Software.
Thus, it may have an extra cost for changing the
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AutoCAD to Autodesk Revit and Dynamo Software.
Finally, the future study should focus on other types of
constructible problems in the strut arrangements like
checking tolerance problem between strut and permanent
building structures and spacing problem between strut and
strut.
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